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4.1. Methodological overview
The methodology followed in this course is oriented towards the achievement of the learning objectives.
The course is divided in 48 participatory lectures both theory and problem solving, 4 hours of seminars, 8 hours of laboratory
practice (2 hours/practice) and resolution and presenting problems given at the end of each block (practical work).
The seminars will be organized in 2 sessions of 2 hours each, in which students will solve using the spreadsheet problems of
mass balance of the block II of the subject.
The lab practices will be held in 4 sessions of 2 hours each and they will be made at the end of the semester. They are done
in groups 12-15 students divided in 4 practices that are performed simultaneously each day (4-5 students per practice).
Students must follow the regulations described in:
Prevention: A guide for students at the University of Zaragoza:
http://uprl.unizar.es/publicaciones/estudiantes_ingles.pdf
Manual de seguridad en los laboratorios de la Universidad de Zaragoza y
normas marcadas por la Unidad de Prevención de Riesgos Laborales:
http://uprl.unizar.es/seguridad/pdfs/seglaborUZ.pdf
http://uprl.unizar.es/seguridad/pdfs/laboratorios.pdf
In addition, students will follow as well any instructions related to biosecurity given by the professor

4.2. Learning tasks
The course includes the following learning tasks:
Lectures: 21 h to discuss the theoretical content. Sessions of issues and problems: 27 h for the resolution of the
exercises.
Seminars: 4 h for the resolution, comment and sharing of case studies. Lab: 8 h distributed in four sessions of 2

hours each.
Mentored practical work: 15 hours of autonomous work in which the student will work personally in the resolution of
problems proposed by the lecturer which will guide the learning.
Study: 71 h of autonomous work, not supervised by the lecturer.
Exams: 4 h for the realization of two assessment tests (theoretical and practical).

4.3. Syllabus
The course will address the following topic:

I. INTRODUCTION.
Unit 1. Introduction to chemical engineering . Systems units and calculation methods. The food
industry and chemical engineering . Scheme of a process in the food industry. Magnitudes, units and
dimensions. Systems of units. Dimensional analysis. Units conversion. Temperature scales.
Dimensional homogeneity and dimensionless groups. Unit conversion in formulas. Scientific notation.
Significant figures and precision.
II. MASS AND ENERGY MACROSCOPIC BALANCES
Unit 2. Mass balances in steady state without chemical reaction. Preliminary considerations.
Principle of mass conservation. Basic concepts. Processes classification. General equation of balance:
balance for continuous, batch and semi-continuous processes. Flowchart of a process. System limits,
calculation base, a key element. Recycle, bypass and purge. Systematic procedure for performing mass
balances in steady state without chemical reaction.
Unit 3. Energy balances in steady state without chemical reaction. General concepts. Forms of
energy: 1st Law of Thermodynamics. General equation of conservation of energy. Enthalpy balances:
reference state, calculation of enthalpies. Energy balances in steady state without chemical reaction.
Simultaneous mass and energy balances
Unit 4. Mass and Energy balances in unsteady state. Deduction and solving of differential equations
of the balances in unsteady state. Application to concrete examples.
III. INTRODUCTION TO FLUID DYNAMICS, HEAT TRANSFER AND MASS TRANSFER.
Unit 5. Fluid Dynamics. Continuity equation, mechanical energy balance, Bernoulli equation, loads,
load loss, Fanning equation, Colebrook equation.
Unit 6. Heat transfer. Heat transfer mechanisms: conduction, convection and radiation. Conductive
heat transfer: conduction through cylindrical shells, spherical shells, flat sheets and conduction through
solids in series. Heat transfer by convection: dimensionless numbers, empirical correlations for forced
and natural convection. Calculating the global heat transfer coefficient. Heat transfer in non-steady
state: dimensionless numbers and Sucec relationship.
Unit 7. Mass Transfer. Mass transfer mechanisms: advective flow, molecular diffusion and turbulent
diffusion. Mass transfer between phases: thermodynamic requirement (separation factor) and
mechanical nature requirement. Mass transfer through porous solids: solute movement by diffusion
(ordinary and Knudsen) and solute movement by hydrodynamic flow. Permeation through plastics.

4.4. Course planning and calendar
The dates and key milestones of the subject are described in detail, along with the other subjects in the second year in CTA
Degree, on the website of the Faculty of Veterinary (link: http://veterinaria.unizar.es/gradocta/ ). This link will be updated at
the beginning of every academic year
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